
HAVE YOU EVER HAD THAT FEELING – Cecilio and Kapono (Dbm) 
 
 
 
 
(intro is played slow and easy with single strum chords; first verse and beyond is played uptempo, bright, and very rhythmic) 

INTRO: Bm                         G                                   C                                             G 

               Hey mister sun, won’t you shine on me…give me some light, so that I can see 

             Bm                                      G                                  C                                    G 

               And hey mister bluebird won’t you sing for me…and I’ll sing along in harmony 

             Bm                               G                 

               And, hey everybody…listen to the music 

             C                                                    G                                       (move up a half-step to bridge) 

              ‘Cause once you get that feeling…I’m sure you cant lose it 
 
 
 
(begin rhythmic chording, uptempo and bright) 

BRIDGE: Dbm - Dbm - Dbm – Dbm into verse 

 

 

             Dbm                                        A                                    D                                       A 

Well I’ll.. sing you a song that will ease your mind..and I’ll play you a tune that will take you 

higher 

Dbm                                     A                                    D                                       A 

Play you a song that will make you cry..well I’m feeling so happy, I just don’t know why 

        Dbm                                 A                      D                                            A 

And hey everybody, can you get that feelin’…makes your body feel like rockin’ and reelin’ 

              Dbm                                A                  Dbm                              A             

Have you ever had that feelin’………Have you ever had that feelin’ 

              Dbm                                A                  Dbm                              A             

Have you ever had that feelin’………Have you ever had that feelin’ 

 
                 (fife lead) 

BREAK:  C     A     C     A        G     A     G  

 

             Dbm                                        A                                    D                                       A 

Well I’ll.. sing you a song that will ease your mind…and I’ll play you a tune that will take you 

higher 

Dbm                                     A                                    D                                       A 

Sing you a song that would make you cry…well I’m feeling so happy, I just don’t know why 

        Dbm                                 A                      D                                            A 

And hey everybody, can you get that feelin’…makes your body feel like rockin’ and reelin’ 

              Dbm                                A                  Dbm                              A             

Have you ever had that feelin’………Have you ever had that feelin’ 

              Dbm                                A                  Dbm                              A             

Have you ever had that feelin’………Have you ever had that feelin’ 

              Dbm                                    A               Dbm                                           A             

Have you ever had that feelin’, yeh…Have you ever had that feelin’, yeh, yeh, yeh 

 

              Dbm                                A                  Dbm                              A             

Well it feels so good… (ad lib vocals to end) 

              Dbm                                A                  Dbm                              A             

              Dbm                                A                  Dbm                              A             

              Dbm                                A                  Dbm                              A        C  -  C - A (sustain & end)     


